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Na-O1-00 Drop Triage

The Drop Triage is a type of drop pod made specifically for being dropped into hostile or near hostile
environments. It contains medical supplies, surgery equipment, and communication equipment to relay
for casualty pick ups.

About the Drop Triage

These buildings can be stored on cargo freighters and detached in orbit. From there, the boosters on the
sides can guide the building down until it reaches the surface. When the building detects the ground
below it and measures the distance, its reverse thruster pods kick in and let it descend slowly until it
lands neatly. After that, the building secures its foundation, expands, and is ready for service. For
retrieval, a Red Hill transport can come down and link with the compressed building to take it back to
orbit for storage and reuse.

History and Background

The Drop Triage was developed out of the several complaints of how some marines would not be able to
make it back to ships for medical treatment, or how the stabilizing supplies was lacking on ground for
medics. NAM, being so deviously inventive, threw up this design in less than a length of two months to
satisfy complaints.

Dimensions and Crew Complement

Organizations: Star Army of Nepleslia
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Type: Drop Building
Class: Na-O1-00 Drop Triage
Designer: NAM
Manufacturer: NAM
Production: Mass Production
Maximum Capacity(Only when expanded and functional): 10

Medical Staff: 1 to 3 Doctors, 1 to 2 Medics/Nurses/Assistants.
Patients: 7

Appearance

Compressed

Length: 27 ft. / 8.23 m.
Width: 17 ft. / 5.18 m.
Height: 9 ft. / 2.74 m.
Mass: 10.6 t. / 10,600 Kg.

Expanded

Length: 34 ft. / 10.36 m.
Width: 17 ft. / 5.18 m.
Height: 17 ft. / 5.18 m.
Mass: 10.6 t. / 10,600 Kg.

Performance Statistics

Lifespan: 2 years
Refit Cycle: Everytime it is retrieved from orbit.

Inside and Out of the Drop Triage
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Outside

= Hull: Is made of thick steel to keep the occupants inside defended.
1. Reverse Thrusters: These thrusters are designed to let out a certain amount of power according
to the speed of descent and gravity it is falling in.
= Stabilization Pikes: Steel pikes that shoot into the ground to secure the foundation of the Drop
Triage. These pikes are concealed under the cabinets inside the building when compressed.
2. Rear Opening: The back shudder of the Drop Triage can be opened to move wounded directly to
quick-lift transports.

Inside

3. Medical Storage: The Drop triage contains a series of marked cabinets and storage
compartments that line the port and starboard walls of the building.
4. Human Cleaning Facilities: Among the storage compartments are two sinks with several bits of
human cleaning agents in the cabinet below them.
5. Waste Container: This container is used for removing any sort of material the doctors no longer
need. It is a simple black box with an opening on top.
6. Pod Cleaning Cabinet: Contains cleaning agents to clean the pod itself.
7. Stretcher/Operating Table Container: Holds seven stretchers, and seven flat surfaces that can be
placed on them and locked in to make them double as operating tables.
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8. Diagnosis Viewscreen: Can keep up and show the vital signs of any marine hooked up to it.
9. Static Operating Tables: These are 3 solid, flat operating tables that allow the doctors stablize,
diagnose, or even operate on Marines. These are unmovable.
10. Extra Space: When the Drop Triage expands, it allows for extra room and space for the doctors
to evacuate or use the extra operating tables. Could even be used for more recreational purposes if
there is nothing going on.
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